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To @ZZ w 7mm ¿t may concern: f 

rBe it known that I, FRANK E. ̀ HOUSE, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at 
lVinchester, in the county> of Cheshire and 
State of New Hampshire, have invented'new 
and useful Improvements in Sheets for 
Loose-Leaf Books, of which the following is 
a specification. ' 

My invention is a looseleaf pocket, de~ 
signed to be inserted at front or rear of 
looseleaf‘-~ books, or in the body of the book 
if desired. 
For-many uses, a receptacle attached to, 

and a. part of, a. looseleaf book,'is highly 
convenient, ' for example, looseleaf scrap 
books, in which a pocket is provided into 
which items or “scraps” to Ybe later assorted 
and affixed, may beplaced, as eachqitem is 
accumulated. The same is true of looseleaf 
photograph mount books, in which prints 
and negatives may be placed in the pocket 
leaf until wanted and also in loose leaf ac 
count books, original entries or memoranda 
may be made on small slips and temporarily 
placed in the pocket, or bills placed there 
until it is convenient to make the necessary 
entries. ~ 

In the drawings: 
Figure l shows one part of the blank from n 

which my looseleaf holder is formed; 
Figure 2 shows the other part; 
Figure 3 shows the first step in the assem~ 

bly of the parts; , 
Figure ¿t is a central, longitudinal section 

on an enlarged scale, showing the next step; 
Figure 5 shows a. modification; and 
Figure 6 another modification. 
Myl looseleaf pocket is preferably formed 

of two sheets of paper, shaped and folded to 
produce a three ply sheet or leaf having a. 

, pocket or holder which is seamless and 
" smooth within so that thin liexible articles 
may be shoved into the holder Without meet 
ing any obstruction. The holder is also 
designed to give a longer line upon that side 
where the material is inserted into the holder 
than the width of the back of the holder, so 
that there is less tendency to lift the front 
flap, and throw strain upon the points of 
attachment of the front flap to the other 
lies. 

P In the drawings I have shown (Figures 1 
and 2) the shape of a blank for the parts of 
my looseleaf holder, A, A', being preferably 
cut separately from B, the holder flap, A, 

being, in the finishedl leaf, the front, A." the 
back and B the holder portion. 

I have indicated in dotted lines, in 'Figure 
2, in connection with the part B, the “layout” 
to produce two holder flaps so that'there'will 
be minimum waste inthe cutting. 
In Figure 3 >I have indicated the first step 

in the assembly. The part EB 'has been ap 
plied-to the free endof A the connecting 
iiaps and closures, b', t”, suitably gummed, 
heilig turned over and lfastened to the back 
of A. Figure et'is a central longitudinal sec 
tion, 4upon ' an enlarged 1 scale,I ofthe lea/f' in 
the next stage, the part A’ being bent at a 
so as to lie` along thegback of A. The oppo#` 

1i site surfaces of A *and A’ aresuita 
gummed, and the 'final step is-to press vvA' 
into adhesive contact withA and t', b”. f ` 

Inpractice two leaves will be produced, 
a right and a left hand, depending upon 
which hand the user desires the holder leaf 
to face when in use, for example, whether 

Vthe holder leaf is to be used next the front 
cover or next the back cover ofr a looseleaf 
book.V The difference calls merely for the 
application of B vto A kon that side of IA 
which is tok be the front side in the com 
pleted leaf. It is obvious that that sideof 
the holder B which carries the flaps b’ or 
ZJ” `should rcome upon the side of the leaf 
which is to be the lower side in use, in or 
der that the contents of the holder may be 
securely retained. ~ ^ 

In Figure 5 I have shown a modification, 
designed for use where it is desired to have 
considerable storage capacity. In this case 
a right and a left hand are employed, the 
holder BX on one of these (in the drawings 
shown as the left hand leaf) being applied 
to the bound end of the leaf, so that, when 
the book is in use, the two holders will be 
on opposite sides of the posts of the loose 
leaf book, while when the book is closed, the 
holder of one leaf will be opposed to that 
portion of the opposed leaf which does not 
carry a holder, in this way preventing the 
increase of thickness of the book which 
would result if the holders were opposed 
when the book was closed. 

It will be observed that the shape of B, 
as applied, is a right angled triangle of 
which the mouth is formed by the edge ZJ, 
which is the hypotenuse of the triangle and 
therefore longer than either of the other 
sides. This causes a desirable looseness 
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upon this side of the holder, facilitating the 
insertion of articles, without drawino` upon 
the sides of the base sheet A or ten ing to 
curve that sheet, yor putting undue >strain 
upon the corners of the holder where the 
points of the part B meot the edges of part 
A. The looseness of the mouth of the holder 
permits of a considerable accumulation of 
contents in the holder `before the slack of 
the edge is taken up and without curving 
the lea-Í' as a whole. The fact that the upper 
portion orl the holder is shallow is no prac~ 
tical detraction from its capacity, since the 
contents tend naturally to work toward the 
broader parts, and it is su'liicient in most 
cases, il? a portion ot a given article is with~ 
in the holder, which grips it. The holder 
is absolutely seamless within, both back and 
front, so no obstruction is offered to the in 
sertion of articles. 
_It is obvious that my new looseleaf holder 
may if desired be out from one sheet or strio 
or may he made up out of three sheets, but 
I prefer to make it, as is shown inthe draw# 
ings7 in two parts, as the most economical to 
manufacture 

indicatcdvin Figure 2 a straiffht line he 
“ i 7 Z1 A, , 

_ The mouth portion, b, of the ; 
holder in its _niostlelenientary form., is, as> 
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tween two diagonal corners of the holder, 
but it is obvious that this is in no wise 
essential but that this line may be curved 
in several ways7 if desired, without affect 
ing, this feature ot' my invention which is 
that the >open edge ot' the receptacle which 
is uppermost in use, shall be substantially 
wider-'than the opposite sides, in order to 
facilitate the insertion and withdrawal of 
articles and to make it unnecessary to insert 
the hand into the holder in placing or re 
moving articles. In Figure 6 is indicated 
a curved edgeb for the receptacle. 

Asta new article of manufacture, a loose 
leatl holder, made up of a folded base sheet; 
a holder sheet applied and »secured thereto 
by inserting and connecting two edges of the 
holder sheet between the plies of the base 
sheet and leaving one unsecured edge ar 
ranged diagonally acrossthe front ply ot‘ 
the base sheet. Y 
.Signed by me at Boston, Mass., this 15th 

day of February, V1916. e: ' . 
FRANK E. HOUSH. 

Witnesses: _y ne A y i l 

.losErH T. BREmvAN,A 
MARY A, NrHAN. 
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